Symbiology
(Page 172-178)

The Agony of Life

Sin-eaters remain conscious no matter what, and never suffer wound penalties from their pain.
Geists revel in the pain after being unable to feel for so long.

Polluted Blood

Geists protect their Sin-eaters from poisons, toxins, and anything other than recreational drugs
and alcohol. Sin-eaters add their Psyche to resist poisons and disease.

Ectoplasmic Flesh

Any time a Sin-eater takes damage, she can instead bulwark it, spending plasm to ignore damage
for a scene. Put a dot in the box of any attack the Sin-eater bulwarks, and if she takes more
damage, it goes over the box of the dot. This is limited by Plasm per turn limits, and is obviously
supernatural, with milky white smoke rising from the wound as Plasm bleeds through clothing
and ignores the wind.

Last Resort

Even denied healing or Plasm, a Sin-eater has the ability to use Death to harvest energy. Old
Death, destroying a Memento, is a reflexive Resolve + Occult action that gives a Sin-eater
Health equal to the destroyed Memento. New death, murder, requires a Sin-eater to sacrifice
another human life, heals the Sin-eater fully, and immediately causes a Synergy loss.

Resurrection

Whenever a Sin-eater dies, her Geist returns her to life the next dawn or dusk (whichever comes
first) with a caul over her eyes. This only gives a Sin-eater back their rightmost health box, costs
two dots of permanent Synergy, and the caul reveals another person dying in the Sin-eater's
stead, based on her Threshold. The Sin-eater then rolls a Synergy Breaking Point at -2.

Ghost Sight and Ghost Speech

Sin-eaters always see and talk to dead people, and can tell at a glance that people are possessed.
They automatically see any ghosts not actively hiding through supernatural or mundane means,
and can instinctively pick them out of a crowd. A Sin-eater can shut off Ghost Sight for one
scene by rolling Synergy.

Reverse Possession

A Sin-eater can use her Geist's perceptions and interact with Twilight by reflexively spending a
point of Plasm. Only her body makes the transition, so weapons and gear are left in the physical
world unable to interact with anything. A Sin-eater must rely on her Keystone (which doesn't
take Improvised weapon penalties) and Twilight objects. She'll be at -3 to all Perception rolls for
anything outside of Twilight for the duration.

Sixth Sense

A Sin-eater can tell whenever a ghost uses Numina within 30 yards of her by rolling Wits +
Occult + Psyche. The feeling associated with the Sixth Sense is based on the Sin-eater's
Threshold. Her scars might tingle as a Torn, or one of the Forgotten might have hunger pangs.
An Exceptional Success means a Sin-eater knows where the Numina originated. Ghosts also
know Sin-eaters on sight.

Unnatural Mediums
Ghosts have an easier time maround Sin-eaters, and Manifest at +1 on their roll. Multiple Sineaters, or a Sin-eater with a large assortment of Memento grant additional bonuses up to +5.

Plasmic Infusion

A Sin-eater may annointed a ghost with some of her own Plasm infused blood to grant the ghost
clarity and sapience.This temporary sanity requires a Sin-eater to first touch the ghost, (Dexterity
+ Brawl - Defense if the ghost is unwilling, and it might require the Sin-eater to be Reverse
Possessing her Geist) and doesn't necessarily imply cooperation. Some ghosts become even more
dangerous and angry, knowing it can't last. Assume the Ghost has an Intelligence equal to it's
Power.

Eaters of the Dead

A sin-eater can devour a ghost, gaining plasm, or devour a geist for knowledge. This requires
defeating the ghost in combat, then a Sin-eater has three turns to roll Resolve + Stamina to
devour the ghost. Each success reduces the ghost's corpus and gains the Sin-eater Plasm, and the
act is a four dice Breaking Point of Synergy. Geists can be eaten at a -3 penalty, and if a Sin-eater
can choke down five points of Corpus, she only needs to pay 2 Experiences to purchase her next
dot of a Manifestation the geist knew. This requires a sin-eater to kill the host of a bound geist,
and is a great taboo.

Morbid Reality

Sin-eaters can determine the health of an individual, and see their age to the hour. They know
when someone has been injured or when they're hiding an illness. They can see the wear of life
on the faces of everyone they meet. With a Reflexive Wits + Composure roll, a Sin-eater can
determine a living being's health. Vampires and revenants of all stripes appear as simply dead,
their mortal age stopped like a clock.

Death Stains
Any Sin-eater can see the stains that Death leaves behind. Sin-eaters can tell when exactly those
deaths happened as well with a Wits + Psyche roll. Violent and recent deaths leave larger stains
(+3 or +2), while older stains fade away (-1/year). These stains can't be seen by others, and no
cleaning product will get rid of them.

Clinical Precision

a Sin-eater can touch any fragment of a corpse and roll Wits + Medicine to experience the death
vicariously, allowing them to determine the cause. Subtle deaths might be harder to tell (-3).
They can even learn about each other this way, living through the death of one of their fellow
Bound and learning their Threshold.

